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Back to the Future II



Postcard, Jean-Marc Côté (1899)
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Digital advances are  
rearchitecting society.

We are all participants in this 
transition, whether we like it 
or not.



Hi.

I’m Darren Menachemson from ThinkPlace, a 
public good innovation organisation.

We apply design thinking to the design of law, 
policy, programs, services and digital products, 
around the world.



Big data

Artificial intelligence

Agency integration

What the opportunity 
looks like for Government

Better service 
targeting

Smarter regulatory 
interventions 

More coordinated 
services – e.g. birth, 
bereavements

Greater 
convenience

More efficient 
administration

Better understanding  
of risk and priorities

Better, evidence-
driven policy



Ethical challenge
How do we guard against 

bias and unintended 
consequences?
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Machine Bias, ProPublica 2016



Ethical challenge
How do we make sure 

that we are acting within 
our social license?



Adapted from Boutilier and Thomson (2011)

Reject Tolerate Approve Embrace

Social licence (aka community trust)



Reject Tolerate Approve Embrace

Trust - a willingness to be vulnerable to risk 
or loss through the actions of another 
(Thomson and Joyce, 2008)

Social licence (aka community trust)



Ethical challenge
How do we make judgements 

where there is no clear 
“right” or “wrong”?



Photo via The Portland Press Herald (March 2012)

The really tough 
choices…don’t center on 
right versus wrong. They 
involve right versus right.

Rushworth Kidder
Founder, the Institute for Global Ethics
1944 - 2012



Example
Artificial intelligence and 
the Right to Explanation



Kidder’s four tests for ethical dilemmas



The Legal Test
Tests: Obedience to enforceable laws

Would this break the law?
Note: this is not a true ethics test, as laws 
carry their own ethical implications.



The Front Page Test
Tests: alignment with community values

How would you feel if what you are about to do 
showed up tomorrow morning on the front pages 
of the nation’s newspaper? 

The Stench Test
Tests: gut instinct

Does it just feel wrong?



Kidder’s four tests

The Front Page Test
Tests: alignment with community values

How would you feel if what you are about to do 
showed up tomorrow morning on the front pages 
of the nation’s newspaper? 



The Mother Test
Tests: clash with aspirational personal 
values as personified by a moral 
exemplar

“If Mom knew about this what would 
she think?”



An age of digital abrasion
The tension that emerges when what is possible with digital comes into 
conflict with what the community deems acceptable.



Digital 
Governance
What policies are 
best for society?

Digital 
Ethics
What do we 
value?

Digital 
Regulation
How do we shape 

the digital 
transition?

Transition alignment

Enforcement

Market support

Education

Awareness

Activism

Regulation

Standards
Social license

Law

Agreements

Adapted from L. Floridi (2018)

Values

Norms

Beliefs

Culture



The transition from an 
entirely analogue and 
offline world to one that is 
increasingly also digital 
and online will never 
happen again in the 
history of humanity. 

Luciano Floridi
Director, Digital Ethics Lab, Oxford



bit.ly/cipi2019
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